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September Program Announcement: 
Hold the Date! 

CPGC general meetings will start up again in September 
– at 7:00 pm on Tuesday, September 12th, so mark your 
calendar! It will be good to see everyone again – please 
feel free to bring a goody or two from your garden to 
share with others. 

 

 

 

September’s program will be a panel discussion on fall 
garden cleanup. How do the old-timer’s do it? And what 
new ideas are out there? Plan to come join us and find 
out! 

Hold that date – September 12 at 7:00 pm.  



 

 

First 2017 Garden Tour a Success! 

We were blessed with sunshine after days of gray skies for the first garden tour of the summer. 
We visited Don Johnson’s high tunnel and greenhouses and Dan and Brandy Nelson’s home 
gardens. 

These were two very different setups; one commercial, one residential, and both gave at-
tendees some great ideas to use in their own gardens. Here are some pictures of the day: 

   
Cement Rhubarb leaf in Brandy’s garden Brandy’s garden beds and decorative fence 

   
Brandy’s garden gate         Hot peppers in Don’s greenhouse 

 

 

 

Huge veggies in Don’s high tunnel 
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2017 Plant Sale a Smashing Success! 

 
CPGC had it’s 8th annual plant sale June 
10.  It was our most successful one and a 
great fundraiser for the Club.  We raised 
over $3000, which will greatly help us 
bring in program speakers and support 
agricultural projects in our community! 

 

As chairman for the event, I first want to 
thank all the plant contributors, too many 
to mention.  We had so many beautiful 
plants and a vast variety, all donat-
ed.  Next I would like to thank the 15 
volunteers that helped the day of the 
sale.  There is so much work to getting 
set up,  but with all your help we man-
aged to have everything done on 
time.  And your help during the sale and 
the cleanup was invaluable.  And finally 
I want to thank all the many customers 
who came, bought plants, and made this 
our best sale yet. 

 
Thanks everyone! 
Cathy Haas  
Plant Sale Chairman 



 

 

Growing Garlic 

By Noel and Heather Burnell 

 

Think your garden is through just because it's fall? Not 
so fast. Just about the time you're putting your garden to bed is the perfect time to get garlic 
planted. Garlic loves the long, cold winter. It's a great crop for Northern gardeners. Planting 
garlic is easy. Here's a step by step garlic guide for all of you who haven't had the pleasure of 
growing this pungent herb. 

 Varieties  

Hardneck varieties need a winter cold vernilization period to grow well, so the Alaskan Central 
Peninsula is a fantastic place to grow them. Long-storing softneck garlic can do well in colder 
climates too. Try Nootka Rose as one that likes coastal weather. 

 Preparation  

Get your beds ready for planting by working the soil and adding humus to lighten it up. Garlic 
likes loose, well-drained soil.  

 When garlic seed is shipped it is generally sent in full bulbs. Separate the bulbs into cloves. 
No need to peel. 

Planting 

Plant the cloves with the pointy end up, the flatter end that was attached to the root plate down. 
Garlic needs at least 6 inches of spacing all the way around so it has room to grow a nice, big 
bulb. After planting, cover with a thick layer of mulch. 

 Growing 

Once the snow melts make sure your garlic stays moist but not too wet. Leaving the mulch in 
place can help hold in the moisture. Help any garlic leaves that are stuck under the mulch to 
reach sunlight. Garlic does not compete well with weeds so keeping your garlic beds weed free 
is best. 



 

 

 Scape Cutting 

With Hardneck varieties, scapes appear in early summer. When the flowering tops of the garlic 
plant curl around once or twice, cut them off about ¼ inch from their base. This will direct the 
plant's energy into bulb growth instead. Be aware that Softneck varieties, if stressed, can pro-
duce scapes and you'll want to remove those too. Don't compost those scapes! Take them right 
into the kitchen. They're delicious. 

 Harvest 

Taper off watering about a week after scape cutting to let the bulbs dry out. This will help en-
sure long-storing, healthy bulbs. You will be approximately 2 weeks from harvest. The leaves 
on your garlic plants will begin yellowing and dying off. When about 2/3 of the leaves have 
died back it signifies harvest time. Loosen the soil and enjoy pulling up your garlic plants! 

 Curing 

Hang freshly harvested garlic to dry in a shady spot with good air circulation for 3-4 weeks. 
Don't wash it, you'll be inviting rot and mold. Dirt brushes off easily after the garlic has cured. 
When your bulbs are thoroughly dry, trim the tops and roots. 

 Storing 

Store your homegrown garlic in a cool, dry, dark place for best storage life. Now that you grow 
your own, when a recipe calls for one or two cloves you can use as much as you want. We usu-
ally multiply by 10! 

  

Noah and Heather Burnell grow over 25 varieties of garlic in an unforgiving region along the 
Canadian border in Washington state. They enjoy it so much they created a seed company, 
Great Northern Garlic. You can learn more about growing garlic on their website: 
www.greatnortherngarlic.com 

 

Great Northern Garlic 

USDA certified organic garlic seed for 
fall planting 

SHIPPING TO ALASKA THE 1ST 
WEEK IN SEPTEMBER! 

www.greatnortherngarlic.co



 

 

Beginning Gardener Corner – Where to Start? 
 By Sharon Gherman, CPGC Newsletter Editor      

If you’re relatively new to gardening, you may not know where to start to get a healthy, pro-
ducing garden growing in that patch of land you’ve been eyeing. Here are some things to think 
about: 

1. Know your local parameters. What climate zone are you in? (Most of the Central Penin-
sula is in Zone 4. Homer area can be Zone 4 or 5.) What is the average date of last frost 
in your area? What is the average date of first frost? These dates will tell you how long 
of a growing season you can expect and when you can set out any plants you have been 
growing inside. Alaska Cooperative Extension Service can answer these questions for 
you. Remember: These are averages; you’ll still need to keep a close eye on plants and 
be prepared to cover them if a late (or early) frost threatens. 
 
Pay attention to tall trees that might surround your garden area. The sun is low on the 
horizon in Alaska and travels in a circle in the sky across the day, not overhead like in 
the Lower 48. So the rule of thumb here is that to ensure full sun, your garden area 
should be located at least two times the height of the tallest tree away from the trees in 
all directions. 

 
2. Learn your own microclimates. These are pockets of warmer or colder areas within your 

planting area that will favor plants needing either extra warmth or coolness. For in-
stance, my house’s south wall is open to full sun most of the day. I can plant warmth-
loving plants here and they’ll do great. But my ferns and begonias would fry from so 
much sun, so instead I look for a cool pocket on the north or east side of the house for 
them. If trees, buildings or land shapes don’t interfere, the south side of your house will 
be the warmest, the north will be cool, the west wall will be warm with afternoon sun, 
and the east side will be cool but warmer than the north side because it will get morning 
sun. 
 
Because the sun in Alaska is closer to the horizon than in the Lower 48 (have you no-
ticed how it’s ALWAYS in your eyes?!), even shade-loving plants can handle full sun in 
many locations (my south wall being a notable exception, as I’ve learned to my cha-
grin.) 
 



 

 

3. Sun and shade will define what will thrive in a location. Fruit bearing 
plants require lots of sun – this includes tomatoes (which only do well here under some 
sort of cover like a greenhouse), cucumbers, zucchini, peppers, beans, corn, eggplant, 
summer squash and cabbage. The bigger the fruit, the more sun the plant needs. 
 
In the shade, plan to plant carrots, beets, chard, chives, cauliflower, chicory, radicchio, 
arugula, basil, mint, parsley, spinach and winter squash.  
 

4. Prepare a place for water to go. What is the composition of your soil? 
We’ve had some great workshops recently about diagnosing what amendments your soil 
needs to grow a bounty for you. Or you can fill a clear jar ½ full of the soil in your gar-
den area, fill the jar with water, cover and shake, then let it stand undisturbed on your 
counter until the water clears. The top layer will be organic matter, the second layer is 
silt, with sand and rocks at the bottom. If you have lots of silt, you may have a drainage 
problem. Plants need water, but not continuous water – it needs to drain off.  
 
Fortunately, most soil problems can be improved with organic materials like compost, 
composted manure, peat moss, or pearlite. If you know you have drainage problems, you 
might want to create raised beds in which to plant. These beds thaw and warm faster in 
the spring and keep water draining away from plant roots.  

5. Consider growing in raised beds. Raised beds are easier to plant, weed 
and harvest. As mentioned above, they drain well and provide better air circulation for 
plants.  
 
Raised beds can be built from brick, stones, hay bales, plastic or wood. Stay away from 
wood that has been treated with chemicals, as they can leach out of the wood and con-
taminate your plants. 
 



 

 

6. If you have no yard, containers may be the perfect solution. If you want to 
garden but don’t have a yard, you can still garden in containers on a deck or driveway.  
 
Locate your containers in the sun for fruit-bearing plants, partial sun or light shade for 
leafy plants. Choose the biggest containers you can manage for fruiting plants, because 
more soil means a better harvest. Lettuce and other leafy vegetables, on the other hand, 
grow just fine in 6” of soil.  
 
Choose a good quality potting soil for your containers. Read the ingredients list, and 
avoid potting soil that contains ingredients you wouldn’t want leaching into your food.  
 

Feed the soil, and the soil will feed the plant(s). Chemical fertilizers give a punch of 
growth to plants quickly – think of them as a ‘sugar shot’ – plants get a spurt of growth 
but are dependent on you to keep them fed. Chemical fertilizers can burn your plants if 
you overfeed them or if they land on a leaf. Organic fertilizers build and improve the 
soil, which in turn give your plants a steady meal of nutrients over a long period. Again, 
avoid using any fertilizer with ingredients you wouldn’t want to put in your body. 
 

Trellis vining and indeterminate fruiting plants like tomatoes, cucumbers and squash. No 
need to buy something fancy - you may be able to hobble a support or cage together 
from materials you already have around the house. 
 

7. Watering: A good organic soil will hold water lightly, like a sponge. Wa-
ter as much as you need to keep the soil about as wet as a wrung-out sponge. Watering 
deeply less often will encourage your plants to put down deeper roots and will produce a 
healthier plant. In general, you want to water just before a plant wilts – and that takes 
keeping an eye on your plant and feeling the soil about an inch under the surface with 
your fingers. 
 
If you are using water from a well, plan a way to warm the water to air temperature or 
above before putting it on your plants. You wouldn’t want to take a bath in that cold of 
water without warming it, would you?! The simplest way to warm your water is to fill 



 

 

 
A trash can with well water and let it sit. If you water with this water (using a watering 
can) and then refill the trash can to replace the water you removed, it will be able to 
warm again before your next watering. Watering in the morning when the air is coolest 
will allow the plants to warm up during the day. 
 

8. Make a plan. Before you start preparing your new garden area, make a 
plan. Check out the previous two garden club newsletters for more specifics about creat-
ing a plan. 

 

Finally, come to garden club meetings, sign up for workshops and garden tours, and ASK 
QUESTIONS! Gardeners are friendly, knowledgeable folks willing to help and share and 
you can learn a lot from them. And if you send your questions to me at sgher-
man677@gmail.com, I’ll be happy to either answer them or to forward them to an experi-
enced gardener who can answer them for you. Welcome to gardening!   



 

 

 

ga·bi·on  [ˈɡâbçən]  NOUN        gabions (plural noun) 

a wirework container filled with rock, broken concrete, or other material, used in the con-
struction of dams, retaining walls, etc. 

by Sharon Gherman, CPGC Newsletter Editor 

…puts a delightful design spin on “a box of rocks”. Whether made from a roll of fencing 
held together with hog rings or from a gabion kit, there are a myriad of ways to incorporate 
them into your garden. I finally have a plan to use all those rocks in my soil! Here are some 
gabion design ideas taken from the internet: 



 

 

How to Tell the Difference Be-
tween Poison Hemlock and 
Queen Anne's Lace 
http://www.ravensroots.com/blog/2015/6/26/poison-
hemlock-id 

By: Gabe Garms 

Poison hemlock (Conium maculatum) is one of 
the deadliest plants in North America and can be 
fatal if just a small amount is ingested. It has been 
in flower here in Washington for the last month or 
so and can be found across much of the United 
States. It grows (often in dense patches) along 
roads, trails and the edges of fields and streams. I 
actually have it growing in my back yard, right 
along side one of it's most common look-a-likes, 
Queen Anne's lace (Daucus carota). 

Queen Anne's lace is a wild edible (the root) and 
given that it typically does grow in the same con-
ditions as poison hemlock, being able to tell the 
difference could save your life. Plus, you'll want 
to know if you have it growing on your property 
because it's also toxic to pets and livestock. So 
let's walk through how to identify both so that you 
can confidently identify them in the future. 

Poison hemlock (Conium maculatum) vs. 
Queen Anne's lace (Daucus carota): 

1.Both are in the Apiaceae family and have hol-
low stems, but poison hemlock's stem is hairless 
and has purple blotches. Even a very young poi-
son hemlock will display the purple blotching. On 
the other hand, the stem of Queen Anne's lace 
doesn't have purple blotches and is hairy. See the 
photos below for a comparison. 

  Queen Anne's Lace 
(Daucus carota) 

Poison Hemlock 
(Conium maculatum) 

 2. The flowers of both species are white and 
bloom in an umbrella shape pattern (called an um-
bel). Plants in the Apiaceae family have flowers 
that appear in compound umbels, which means 
that all of the little umbrellas branch out from 
one main, central umbrella - if that makes sense. 
If it doesn't, don't worry about it. Just know 
that the flowers of Queen Anne's lace have a sin-
gle purplish/red flower in the center of the umbel 
the vast majority of the time (see picture below 
left). Legend has it that Queen Anne pricked her 
finger while sewing the lace and a droplet of 
blood fell to the center of the flowers. Also the 
umbrella shape of Queen Anne's lace is flat-



 

 

topped, while the poison hemlock umbel is more 
rounded.  Notice the difference below. 

 
Queen Anne's Lace 

 
Poison Hemlock 

3. The leaves are probably the most difficult fea-
ture to distinguish between the two. While they 
are both fern-like in appearance, the leaves of 
Queen Anne's lace, similar to the stems, will also 
have hairs on their undersides.  

 

Leaves of Queen Anne's Lace - Hairy 

 

Leaves of Poison Hemlock - Not hairy 

4. A final distinguishing feature is that Queen 
Anne's lace has 3-pronged bracts appearing at 
both the base of the flowers and the main umbel. 
It's actually the only member of the Apaiceae fam-
ily that has this feature. If you look at the picture 
of the poison hemlock flowers under #2 above, 
you'll see that poison hemlock is absent of the 
long bracts. 
 

 

The long, 3-pronged bracts of Queen Anne's Lace 

Hopefully, you'll now be able to identify both 
plants when you encounter them in the wild. And 
if you can, please pass this information along. It 
may just save the life of a loved one or pet. 
Thanks for reading! 
 



 

 

HOW TO GROW LINGONBERRY 
 

An article from gardeningchannel.com 

CPGC editor’s note: We are blessed to have wild lingonberries -what we commonly call 
“cranberries” - growing throughout the Central Peninsula. Take a stroll through the woods 
nearby and you’ll see them everywhere! They make fantastic non-bitter “cranberry sauce” for 
Thanksgiving dinner, and are best after they’ve been touched by a fall frost. Here’s an article 
on how to grow lingonberries in your garden. 

 
If you are looking for an easy to grow berry plant that is low maintenance and cold hardy, try 
the lingonberry. The lingonberry bush is an attractive plant that is most often grown for its tart- 
flavored, healthful berries. 

The berries are packed with Vitamin C making them a newer addition to the list of amazing su-
perfoods to grow. With a little bit of preparation, lingonberries make delicious jellies and sauc-
es to accompany your breakfast, lunch, or dinner entrees. 

The lingonberry plant is more than just a great edible choice. This low growing evergreen plant 
is good looking. It blooms in the spring with very dainty bell shaped flowers in white or pink. 
It spreads over the ground and crawls underground via runners, too. It is an independent plant 
that prefers to be left alone to flourish. As it develops as a groundcover, it will keep weeds at 
bay. 

Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) is best suited for growing in U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture Hardiness Zones 2 through 6. It is native to the cold climates of the North, from the north-
ern states in the U.S. and up into Canada, stretching east to Iceland, then over the river and 
through the woods to the Scandinavian countries. They are found throughout parts Northern 



 

 

Asia all the way around to Japan. Lingonberry 
continues to be an immensely popular food 
staple in many of its native areas. It is a cur-
rently rising trend in other areas. 

How to Grow and Care for Lingonberry 
A lingonberry plant can be acquired at a local 
nursery. While lingonberry bushes are self pol-
linating, selecting two varieties that can cross 
pollinate will produce a higher yield and in-
crease the size of your berries. 

Lingonberries, like their relative blueberry and 
cranberry bushes, love acidic soil. Even if you 
have acidic soil, add a little extra for good 
measure. Amend peat moss or pine bark mulch 
to your soil to prepare it for planting. 

Your lingonberry bush will love a sunny loca-
tion. Place your plant’s root ball into a hole 
you have dug that is two times the width of the 
roots. Use peat moss to fill in the hole, and 
water well. 

For the first year, your plant will require just 
less than an inch of water every week. Your 
plant should not be allowed to dry between 
watering. Consistent moisture will produce the 
best result. Once your plant is established, its 
water needs will decrease to about a half an 
inch every week. Again, consistency is vital. 

You will need to wait 4 or 5 years for your 
plant to mature and producing berries at its 
peak. When they appear, wait to harvest them 
after the first hard frost. You might have to 
compete with your local wildlife for your lin-
gonberries. You might have to get creative and 
devise a method to ensure that you get to en-
joy the fruits of your labor. 

Over the winter, your lingonberry bush will 
take comfort from the cold under a blanket of 
snow. However, if you live in an area where it 

is often 10 degrees or below and your plant 
does not receive consistent protection by snow, 
provide a mulch covering for your plant to 
safeguard it from freezing. 

Every spring, feed your growing lingonber-
ry plant some acidic fertilizer. Incorporate a 
couple of inches of organic matter or peat 
moss into the top several inches of soil around 
the bush. 

Lingonberry Pests and Problems 
The lingonberry bush is a hardy, disease free 
plant. It is susceptible to a few “pests”- birds, 
raccoons, and foxes to name a few. Also, since 
it is a low growing bush, be sure to keep 
weeds away from the plants so they are not 
choked out and competing for soil nutrients. 
Be careful weeding around the lingonberries to 
protect their roots and runners. 

Lingonberry Varieties to Consider 
‘Balsgard’ is a high yielding, vigorous variety. 
It is slow growing, so it ripens later than other 
plants, but its berries are large and worth the 
wait- in flavor. 

‘Koralle’ is another high yielding variety that 
is grown as an ornamental edible in the U.S. 
The berries are tangy in flavor and average to 
large in size. 

To learn more about growing and using lin-
gonberries, visit: 
The Lowdown on Lingonberries from Cornell 
University Cooperative Extension 

Lowbush Cranberries or Lingonberries from 
University of Alaska Fairbanks Cooperative 
Extension Service 



 

 

Workshop weekends report: 

Eighteen workshops were presented in May 2017 that presented a variety of topics including 
growing perennials, landscape design, composting, growing in greenhouses and high tunnels, 
pruning and lawn maintenance, raising chickens and making herbal balms and salves.  

Here are some snapshots of Weekend Workshops in action:  

 
Growing in a High Tunnel Workshop 

 
Fun with Fishbones – Using Sea-Ag Fertilizer 



 

 

 

 
Vermiculture Workshop 

The workshops were well attended - an average of 90% of those registered attended their 
workshop. Registration for the workshops was done online for the second consecutive year and 
it worked smoothly this year. Participants kept in contact with workshop coordinators by re-
porting cancellations so that those on the wait list could attend if there was an opening. Last 
year the workshops sustained a loss of revenue, but this year the workshops earned income 
over expenses. A full report will be completed and presented to the board and members at their 
next meeting. Thanks to all who participated. Your feedback is appreciated. Send comments to 
Renae Wall, President or Liz Dowler at dr.liz.dowler@gmail.com. 
 


